SCC Meeting Minutes

Date: 4/5/2023

Time: 3:00-4:00pm

Location: Northwest Family Center

In Attendance: Katie Hicks (A), Nereida Beltran (C)

7 Parents also attended, District Interpreter

A=Admin, C=Counselor, F=Faculty, P=Parent, CP=Chair Person

Katie Hicks (A) Welcome/Agenda:

Welcomed everyone and presented agenda to guests.

Katie Hicks – Parent Compact Review

We went over the current parent compact and discussed some of the other middle schools and how theirs looked. We made sure the current points remained and also added some points from other school’s compacts. We also chose to add a parent idea shared in the meeting.

Ms. Hicks will create the updated compact and also review the points for the teachers section with teachers and the student section with students.

Katie Hicks – Closing

Encouraged parents to invite more parents next month and opened the food pantry for families.